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3 of 3 review helpful Philosophy as Imaginative Redescription not Discovery of the Really Real By Kevin Currie 
Knight Rorty is an interesting figure neither quite a philosopher or a literary theorist neither a realist nor an idealist a 
postmodern esque thinker who is more readable and liberal than postmodernists In this transcript of a lecture Rorty 
gave on three consecutive days the theme is a depiction of philosop Undeniably iconoclastic and doggedly practical 
where others were abstract the late Richard Rorty was described by some as a philosopher with no philosophy Rorty 
was skeptical of systems claiming to have answers seeing scientific and aesthetic schools as vocabularies rather than 
as indispensable paths to truth But his work displays a profound awareness of philosophical tradition and an urgent 
concern for how we create a society As Michael B eacute rub eacute In these lectures Rorty is singing the same old 
and good song about what we must give up We must give up our striving to be in touch with the nbsp really real nbsp 
and we must give up the illusion that by paring away the nbsp accidental features nbsp of o 
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